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NEW QUESTION: 1
DRAG DROP
You have a failover cluster named Cluster1 that contains four
Hyper-V hosts. Cluster1 hosts 20 virtual machines.
You deploy a new failover cluster named Cluster2.

You plan to replicate the virtual machines from Cluster1 to
Cluster2.
You need to recommend which actions must be performed on
Cluster2 for the planned deployment.
Which three actions should you recommend?
To answer, move the three appropriate actions from the list of
actions to the answer area
and arrange them in the correct order.
Answer:
Explanation:
Explanation:
Box 1: Install the Hyper-V server role
Box 2: Install the Hyper-V Replica Broker cluster role.
Box 3: Create replicas of the virtual machines.
Note:
* Windows Server 2012 Hyper-V Role introduces a new capability,
Hyper-V Replica, as a built-in replication mechanism at a
virtual machine (VM) level. Hyper-V Replica can asynchronously
replicate a selected VM running at a primary site to a
designated replica site across LAN/WAN.
*Step 1: Prepare to Deploy Hyper-V Replica
1.1. Make basic planning decisions
1.2. Install the Hyper-V server role
1.3. Configure the firewall
1.4.
Configure Hyper-V Replica Broker
Step2: Step 2: Enable Replication
2.1
Configure the Replica server
2.2. Configure a Replica server that is part of a failover
cluster (optional)
2.3 Enable replication for virtual machines
Each virtual machine that is to be replicated must be enabled
for replication.
2.4 Configure primary server to receive replication

NEW QUESTION: 2
The BEST way to assure an organization's board of directors
that IT strategies support business objectives is to:
A. provide regular assessments of emerging technologies.
B. ensure that senior business managers review IT budgets.
C. confirm that IT strategies have been fully documented and
disseminated.
D. identify and repent on the achievement of critical success
factors (CSFs).
Answer: D

NEW QUESTION: 3
Which technique is used by a project team to estimate the
amount of work that can be done per iteration?
A. Release planning
B. Velocity measurement
C. Planning Poker
D. Relative prioritization
Answer: B
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